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Giant utuations of superonduting order parameter in
ferromagnet/superondutor single eletron transistors
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kholm, Sweden
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Spin dependent transport in a ferromagnet/superondutor/ferromagnet single eletron transistor
is studied theoretially with spin aumulation, spin relaxation, gap suppression, and harging eets
taken into aount. A strong dependene of the gap on the magneti state of the outer eletrodes is
found, whih gives rise to a negative magneto-resistane of up to 100 %. We predit that utuations
of the spin aumulation due to tunneling of quasi-partiles an play suh an important role as to
ause the island to utuate between the superonduting and normal state.
PACS numbers: 73.23.Hk,72.25.-b,73.23.-b,85.35.Gv,85.75.-d
Eletroni devies, whih exploit the spin as well as
harge of the eletron have attrated muh interest over
the last several years. This interest in spintronis is
stimulated by expeted industrial appliations, suh as
magneti tunnel juntions based sensors, magneti ran-
dom aess memory, as well as basi physis, oering new
ways to manipulate quantum states using these two fun-
damental properties of the eletron.
In nanosale magneti devies, suh as single eletron
transistors (SET's), the presene of Coulomb blokade
makes the harge transport sensitive to a very few ele-
tron states, whih results in a number of pronouned
eets in magneto-ondutane (see review 1 and refs.
therein). The sensitivity to spin imbalane in the SET
should be greatly enhaned if the island is made super-
onduting, sine the dependene of the gap on the num-
ber of aumulated spins is highly non-linear. Takahashi
et al. [2℄ analysed a double tunnel barrier struture with
ferromagneti outer layers and superonduting entral
layer (F/S/F) without harging eets. They found that
the anti-parallel alignment of the ferromagneti lms an
produe a non-equilibrium spin distribution in the en-
tral layer, whih suppresses the superonduting gap and
thereby strongly inuenes the transport. Immamura et
al. [3℄ onsidered the parity eet in a ferromagneti SET
with a superonduting island (F/S/F SET) in the limit-
ing ase of harging energy larger than the superondut-
ing gap, low voltage, and zero temperature. They found
that the spin aumulation is zero in the limit onsidered,
i.e., the superonduting gap of the island is unaeted.
Magnetoresistane (MR) an exist due to the polarized
spin of the single exess eletron but is redued in mag-
nitude from the Julliere value by spin relaxation.
In this letter we develop a omprehensive model of
the F/S/F SET by taking into aount spin aumula-
tion, spin relaxation, gap suppression, harging eets as
well as ondution utuations in experimentally realisti
strutures, at nite temperatures. We nd that spin a-
umulation in the F/S/F SET suppresses the gap, whih
strongly aets the transport properties and results in
a greatly enhaned MR. Progressively smaller spin au-
mulation is required to suppress the gap as the size of the
island is redued, making it feasible to eletrially detet
just a few non-equilibrium spins. We nd that utua-
tions of the spin aumulation an play suh an important
role as to ause giant utuations of the gap between the
full value at a given temperature and zero (between the
superonduting and normal state at xed bias and gate
voltages), with orresponding large utuations in the
ondutane of the devie. Even in the parallel magneti
state of the devie, where the average spin aumula-
tion is zero, utuations of spin aumulation an lead
to a signiant gap suppression. The transistor exhibits
a pratially full gate-ontrolled MR eet (MR∼ 1, or-
responding to ∼ 1000% in typial GMR notations). We
ompare the results of the model with the reent, rather
divergent experimental ndings on ferromagneti SET's
[4, 5, 6℄.
The model geometry is shown in Fig.1(a). Two ferro-
magneti eletrodes are onneted to a superonduting
island through tunnel juntions. The tunnel resistane
is assumed to be muh larger than the Quantum resis-
tane, Ri ≫ RQ = h/e2 ≃ 26 kΩ. We assume ollinear
magnetization of the two eletrodes, the magnetization
of the left eletrode an be either parallel (P) or anti-
parallel (AP) to the magnetization of the right eletrode.
The resistane of the tunnel juntions is spin dependent:
R↑i = 2Ri/(1+Pi), R
↓
i = 2Ri/(1−Pi) (where i = L (left)
or R (right) denotes the juntion). Here the polarization
is of the same sign (PLPR > 0) for the parallel align-
ment. Letting PL → −PL (or PR → −PR) for reversed
magnetization of the left (or right) eletrode, we obtain
the resistanes in the anti-parallel alignment.
The spin relaxation time an be omparable to or
greater than the average time between tunnel events, so
that a non-equilibrium spin distribution an aumulate
2on the island, resulting in a shift in the hemial po-
tential. The shift in hemial potential is shematially
shown in Fig.1(b). We onsider the regime where the
energy relaxation time is muh shorter than the average
time between two suessive tunnel events (no gap sup-
pression is expeted in the opposite, elasti regime; for
details see 7). The eletrons are then instantaneously
thermalized after they have tunneled and are desribed
by the Fermi distribution funtion. This shift in hemial
potential, ∆µσ, is related to the deviation in the number
of spins from the equilibrium value, nσ, for eah spin-
band, σ =↑, ↓:
nσ = ρV
∫ ∞
−∞
dE N(E) [f(E −∆µσ)− f(E)] , (1)
where N(E) = Θ(E −∆) |E|√
E2−∆2 is the BCS density of
states, ρ is the density of states at the Fermi energy (per
spin) in the normal state, f(E) is the Fermi distribution
funtion, V is the island volume. The shift in the hemi-
al potential on the superonduting island inuenes the
gap through the BCS gap equation [8℄
ln
(
∆0
∆
)
=
∫ h¯ωD
0
dE
ξ
[
f(ξ +∆µ↑) + f(ξ +∆µ↓)
]
,
(2)
where ξ =
√
E2 +∆2 and ωD is the Debye frequeny.
For arbitrary spin distribution on the island, (arbitrary
n↑ and n↓), solving equations (1) and (2) self-onsistently
yields the shift in the hemial potential, ∆µσ , and the
gap, ∆. In Fig.2 the hemial potential and the gap as a
funtion of the spin imbalane, s ≡ n↑−n↓, are shown for
the ase n↑ = −n↓. When the spin imbalane inreases,
there will be a ritial value of s where the gap will dis-
ontinuously drop to zero and the hemial potential will
drop to a lower value. After the omplete suppression
of the gap the hemial potential will inrease linearly
with the slope of 1/ρV as in the normal onduting ase.
Reduing the spin imbalane will restore the gap at the
same ritial value of s. Note that the gap and hemi-
al potential do not only depend on n↑ and n↓ through
the ombination s = n↑ − n↓, the total spin aumula-
tion. Dierent n↑ and n↓ having the same s an produe
dierent ∆ and ∆µσ.
The transport properties are determined by the tunnel-
ing rates aording to the orthodox theory [9℄. The tun-
neling rates depend on the harge of the island through
n = n↑+n↓, as well as n↑ and n↓ separately, through the
dependene of ∆ and ∆µσ on n↑ and n↓. The tunneling
rates are spin dependent also through the spin dependent
resistanes:
Γon,σi (n) =
1
e2Rσi
∫ ∞
−∞
dEN(E)f(E − δEoni (n)) [1− f(E +∆µσ)]
Γo,σi (n) =
1
e2Rσi
∫ ∞
−∞
dEN(E)f(E −∆µσ) [1− f(E − δEoi (n))] ,
where δE
on/o
i (n) is the hange in the harging energy
for tunneling one eletron on or o the island through
the left or right juntion:
δE
on/o
i (n) =
e2
CΣ
[
±
(
n− ng + Vi
e
CLCR
Ci
)
+
1
2
]
Here CΣ = CL +CR +Cg is the total apaitane of the
island and ng = CgVg/e is the normalized gate harge.
Tunneling that inreases the the energy have exponen-
tially small rates (zero at T = 0), giving the harateris-
ti Coulomb blokade below a threshold voltage.
In what follows we hoose the parameter spae to rep-
resent the typial nano-lithographially fabriated SET
strutures. We therefore onsider SET's with island di-
mensions in the 105 − 106 nm3 range, suh that up to a
hundred states will partiipate in the transport. The rel-
atively large number of states involved makes the Monte
Carlo method [10℄ more suitable than the master equa-
tion approah. The intertwined dependene of the gap,
the hemial potential and the spin aumulation an be
inluded in a straight forward way with the Monte Carlo
method. Moreover, the fundamental stohasti nature
of tunneling and the resultant utuations in the spin
transport through the struture are well modeled by the
Monte Carlo proedure.
The state of the system is determined by n↑ and n↓,
from whih the gap and shift in hemial potential are
alulated using Eqs. (1) and (2). After obtaining ∆ and
∆µσ, the eight possible tunneling rates are omputed,
whih inrease or derease n↑ or n↓ by one. The inter-
val zero to one is then divided into eight segments with
widths proportional to the tunneling rates and a random
number in the interval [0,1℄ is generated to hoose one of
the eight tunnel events. The probability to preserve the
present onguration deays as P = exp[−(t − t0)ΓΣ],
where t0 is the time of the previous tunnel event and ΓΣ
is the sum of the eight tunneling rates. A random num-
ber in the interval [0,1℄ gives the time between suessive
3tunnel events by inverting the equation for the proba-
bility. The spin ip proess is then aounted for in a
phenomenologial way by letting s→ s exp[−(t−t0)/τsf],
where τ
sf
is the spin ip time. This proedure is repeated,
keeping trak of all quantities, until good statistis is ob-
tained.
The dynami eet of gap suppression is shown in
Fig.3, where the spin aumulation and superonduting
gap are plotted versus time at xed bias and gate volt-
ages. As soon as the spin imbalane reahes the ritial
value (∼ 18 for these devie parameters) the gap drops
to zero and the island goes normal. At the ritial bias,
utuations of only a few polarized spins on the island
ause giant utuations of the order parameter from the
full value at the given temperature to zero. This eet
should be diretly observable in experiments employing
time resolved (<1µs sale) ondutane measurements.
Typial urrent-voltage (I-V) measurements (>1 ms time
onstant) will reord the gap, whih is a time average of
the dynami gap shown in Fig.3. Fig.4 shows this mean
value of the superonduting gap, 〈∆〉, as well as its stan-
dard deviation, δ∆ = [〈∆2〉 − 〈∆〉2]1/2, as a funtion of
bias voltage. The utuations result in a smooth rather
than disontinuous transition from the superonduting
to the normal state as the spin aumulation is inreased
in the AP state by inreasing the bias. The utuations
peak at the ritial bias in the AP state (0.42 mV in this
ase). Contrary to what would be intuitively expeted,
utuations of the spin aumulation on the island in
the P state an be very large. The utuations inrease
with bias voltage and beomes as large as the ritial spin
aumulation giving a signiant gap suppression. This
unexpeted eet is a onsequene of the stohasti dy-
namis of spin-dependent transport through the devie
(harge utuation is suppressed by the harging energy)
and the highly non-linear dependene of the gap on spin
aumulation, sine the time averaged spin aumulation
in the parallel state is zero.
The suppression of the superonduting gap by spin
imbalane in the AP state results in utuations of the
ondutane of the devie, whih are greater in magni-
tude as the ondutane itself. Fig.5a shows the time
averaged I-V harateristis of the ferromagneti SET
in both the AP and P states. At the ritial bias, the
gap suppression leads to a 3-fold inrease in urrent as
a funtion of the magneti state of the devie, whih
results in a orrespondingly large negative magnetore-
sistane. An even stronger MR eet, MR>0.8 is ob-
tained at the ritial bias by applying a gate voltage as
shown in Fig.5b. The island size hosen for the illustra-
tion above is representative of typial experimental im-
plementations today, but not the smallest fabriated to
date. For smaller superonduting islands, progressively
fewer spins are needed to produe the full eet of gap
suppression, with MR reahing ≈ 1. Inreasing the spin
relaxation time or reduing thermal exitations by going
to lower temperatures enhanes the eet.
To estimate the parameters of a realisti experimen-
tal realisation of a F/S/F SET, assume a SET fabriated
with Cobalt leads having a spin polarization of 0.35, Alu-
minum as the superonduting island with ∆ = 200 µeV,
ρ = 1028 [m3eV℄−1 and a volume of 15×70×200 nm3, so
that ρV = 2.1 · 106 [eV℄−1. The spin relaxation time of
quasi-partiles in superonduting Al has not been mea-
sured, but for normal Aluminum at 4.2 K spin relaxation
times between 10 ns [11℄ and reently 0.1 ns [12℄ have
been reported. Assuming a spin relaxation time of τ
sf
≈
1 ns, T =0.05 K, R = 30 kΩ, and E

= 100 µeV this
sample would have the transport harateristis shown
in Figs.2-5. If the spin relaxation time was shorter, the
island volume would have to be smaller to ahieve the
same eet. Inreased τsf in the superonduting state
has been predited theoretially [13℄, whih would lead
to stronger gap suppression and higher MR.
When we ompare our theoretial results with the re-
ent experiments on F/S/F SET's [4, 5℄, we draw the on-
lusion that the reported MR is unlikely due to gap sup-
pression by spin aumulation. The volume of the islands
studied was rather large in both experiments (ρV ≈ 107
[eV℄
−1
) and the temperature relatively high (T ≈ 0.25
K). The ombined eet of large volume and high tem-
perature would give insigniant gap suppression in the
voltage interval where large MR was reported. There are
several other points where our simulations do not agree
with the interpretation of experiments reported. In both
experiments the maximum MR was observed at or below
the threshold voltage, eV
th
≤ 2∆ + E

. In our alula-
tions we always nd V
th
to be the same in the two states,
and the maximum MR ours above V
th
. This arises
form the fat that the spin aumulation is diretly pro-
portional to the urrent, so there is no mehanism for
spin aumulation below the threshold voltage, where no
urrent ows. Further, the extrated gap in [4℄ did not
go to zero monotonially with inreasing voltage but had
a maximum at an intermediate voltage, ontrary to what
we predit. The temperature dependene of the MR mea-
sured in [5℄, with the peak of the MR ourring at the
same bias voltage, is in ontrast with our alulations
where the MR peak shifts to higher bias with inreasing
temperature (not shown). More experiments are needed
to resolve these ontroversies.
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Figure 1: a) The single eletron transistor onsisting of two
ferromagnet (F) eletrodes and a superonduting (S) island.
b) Shemati density of states for the ferromagnet (left and
right) and superondutor (middle) for the anti-parallel align-
ment of the eletrodes, when VL = V/2 and VR = −V/2.
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Figure 2: The self-onsistent solutions of Eq. (1) and (2).
The gap, ∆, and hemial potential, ∆µ, as a funtion of the
spin imbalane for ρV = 2 · 106 [eV℄−1 and T = 0.05 K. The
ritial spin aumulation, S

, is shown.
5Figure 3: Time trae of the gap (solid line) and spin au-
mulation (dots) at S

in Fig.2, orresponding to V =0.42 mV
and Vg =0 mV. The devie parameters are RL = RR = 30
kΩ, CL = CR = 0.8 fF, PL = PR = 0.35, ρV = 2 · 10
6
[eV℄
−1
, T = 0.05 K, τsf = 1 ns. S is indiated with a dashed
horizontal line.
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Figure 4: The time averaged value (solid) and standard devi-
ation (dashed) of the superonduting gap for the P and AP
states of the devie in Fig.3, VgCg/e = 0.5.
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Figure 5: a) I-V harateristis in the P and AP state and
MR of F/S/F SET with same parameters as in Fig.3 and
Vg = 0; b) the gate dependene at V=0.45 mV.
